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OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention refers to the field of insecticide or similar air-freshening apparatus, where a volatile product, of a nature appropriate for the objective sought in each case, is evaporated by means of the input of heat using one or more heating resistors, within a wick on which said resistors act, and that absorbs the product by capillary action from the corresponding container.

[0002] The object of the invention is to attain deliberate regulation, on the part of the user, of the intensity of evaporation of the product in question at all times.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Evaporators of volatile substances are well-known. These are generally used as air-fresheners or insecticide elements that have a recipient container for the product in question. This product rises by capillary action through a wick that conveys the product in the direction of a heating resistor, in such a manner that the heat generated by the latter determines the evaporation product that is being used.

[0004] In order to adapt the use of these apparatus to different circumstances of use or the needs of the user, it is necessary for the rate of evaporation of the substances to be regulated, supplying the surrounding atmosphere with a greater or lesser quantity of evaporated product per unit of time.

[0005] In this respect the application for the Spanish Invention Patent ES-2.137.1111 is well-known. This features one of these apparatus, in which the evaporation regulation rate is undertaken by varying the relative position between the wick and the heating element. The electro-heating resistors in this apparatus are maintained static. It is the container, along with the wick that is moved in an axial manner caused by the effect of a coil, in order to vary the degree of availability of the wick in the area of influence of the heating resistors.

[0006] Another solution is provided by our Spanish Invention Patent ES-2.163.956, in which the regulation of the degree of evaporation is carried out by means of a chimney effect, rather than by modifying the relative position between the wick and the heating resistors. By using an air current, this chimney effect causes the vaporised product to be dragged upwards, reinforcing the evaporation. To this end, use is made of a sleeve that is moved manually along a sliding guide bar on a sloping rail. The result is that said sleeve is made to take on the position of different heights. This in turn gives rise to different degrees of intensity in the said chimney effect, and accordingly to different rates of intensity in the evaporation of the product in question.

[0007] The evaporating apparatus with regulation of the intensity of evaporation that is proposed with the invention is based on the chimney effect that apparatus such as the one mentioned above feature. However, the apparatus proposed is based on a basic structure which makes correct operation possible, but that does not incorporate means for regulating the intensity of the evaporation. In order to achieve said evaporation intensity regulation, it is only necessary for a complementary part to be incorporated that converts said apparatus into one capable of controlling said regulation. On the other hand, if the function of acting on the evaporation intensity of the apparatus is not required, it will be sufficient not to attach said complementary part, or to remove it if it has already been placed in position. In this way, the apparatus will function normally and will not carry out any class of regulation on said evaporation intensity of the substance.

[0008] This means a drastic simplification from the manufacturing viewpoint. This is because while it is conventionally necessary to manufacture two completely different types of mechanisms or apparatus, one without the regulation function and the other with evaporation intensity regulation, with the system of this invention one single basic apparatus can be manufactured, that is equally valid in both the case in which regulation exists and if the aim is for there to be no regulation. When the objective is to obtain an apparatus that regulates evaporation intensity, it will be simply sufficient to attach the complementary part to said base apparatus.

[0009] In practice this is achieved by means of attaching a complementary part with coplanar slots or openings to the upper part of the casing of the apparatus. These can, to a greater or lesser extent, be set in opposition to the fixed slots or openings that appear in the upper part of the casing. This also limits the passage of the vapours through it, to a greater or lesser extent as appropriate. In this manner, the passage of the vapours from the inside of the casing to the outside can be regulated by means of a reduction or increase in the section through which said vapours gain access to the outside. As has been stated, this section is defined by the greater or lesser opposition of the coplanar slots of the complementary part and of the openings that are set in the casing.

[0010] Another possible form is the one in which the invention functions involving the casing incorporating a series of spurred indentations that surround the central opening through which the vapours rise, rather than the openings set in the upper part. In this other case, the complementary part has a cylindrical ring and axial, another series of spurred indentations that can to a greater or lesser extent be set in opposition to those of the casing. This complementary part can be joined by means of pressure to the upper base of the casing using strain-bearing teeth for instance, that will regulate the evapo-
ration intensity on the basis of the angular position that it adopts with respect to the latter. This angular position will, to a greater or lesser extent, determine the degree of opposition between the fixed spurred slots and the moving spurred slots. In this way the variation or regulation of the chimney effect produced can be determined.

**[0011]** The apparatus can optionally incorporate the two types of slots, or slots with another configuration or disposition simultaneously.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

**[0012]** In order to complement the description that is being made, and for the purpose of assisting greater understanding of the features of the invention, a series of drawings is attached as an integral part of said description so as to show the preferred example of the practical form of the same. These drawings have been represented in the following way, on an illustrative and non-limiting basis.

**Figure 1.** - shows, from a perspective viewpoint, the casing corresponding to an air-freshening apparatus that is capable of including the evaporation intensity regulation system that constitutes the object of this invention.

**Figure 2.** - shows a variation on the form of the same casing from a similar perspective to that of the previous illustration.

**Figure 3.** - shows the apparatus from figure 1, following the attaching of the complementary part that converts it into an air-freshening apparatus with evaporation intensity regulation.

**Figure 4.** - shows a similar representation to that in figure 3, but this one corresponds to the air-freshening apparatus of figure 2.

**PREFERRED FORM OF THE INVENTION**

**[0013]** In light of the figures described it is possible to observe how an air-freshening apparatus similar to the one that is applicable to the invention consists of a casing (1) which is extended by a connecting pin (2), in order to attach it to the plug base and the subsequent power supply of the electro-heating resistors set up inside the casing (1). This leads to the heating of the product which, being powered from a recipient that is not shown in the drawings that can be attached to the inner part of the casing (1), exits by capillary action along the typical wick on which the electro-heating resistors function.

**[0014]** Hence, from this basic and conventional structuring and following the illustration of figures 1 and 3, the apparatus of invention is based on the fact of the said casing (1) incorporates an axial opening (5) on the upper part of its base. This axial opening (5) is set in opposition to the wick cited, and the same is surrounded by a range of coplanar slots (6). In this practical form example, these slots (6) are configured as a circumference line. However, they may take the form of any other configuration or arrangement. This range, as shown in figure 1, is capable of functioning perfectly as an air-freshening or similar apparatus with a constant evaporation intensity rate; in other words, without the capability of regulating said intensity.

**[0015]** Said casing (1) is complemented by an auxiliary or complementary part (7), the one shown in figure 3. This is used by being attached to the upper part (4) of the casing (1) that has a cylindrical core (8) with flaps and pegging teeth in the opening (5) of the casing (1). Around said core (8) there are a set of coplanar openings (9) that can be set in opposition to the coplanar slots (6) of the casing (1) or not as the case may be. When this is done to a greater or lesser extent, it enables the said complementary part (7) to turn freely on the casing (1). This takes place in such a manner that a chimney effect is produced through the slots (6) and openings (9), that can be varied depending on the degree of opposition between them. This is clearly defined by means of a scale (10) that identifies the operational position of the complementary part (7) at any given moment.

**[0016]** On an optional basis, and as shown in figures 2 and 4, instead of the said coplanar slots (6), the casing (1) can include vertical slots (6'), that are set on a coaxial ring (11). This is done in such a manner that in this case, the complementary and regulatory part (7') that is incorporated into the core or ring (8') will also have, in addition to the same flaps (12) with pegging teeth (13) held by pressure on the opening of the unit or casing (1) that is not shown, moving vertical openings (9') that are complementary to the aforementioned slots (6'). These are connected in such a manner that, as in the previous case, the turning movement of the complementary part (7') determines the regulation of the evaporation intensity of the air-freshening product or the one in question, in relation to the casing (1).

**[0017]** As has also been mentioned above, there is the possibility of combining the two aforesaid solutions in such a way that the apparatus incorporates both vertical slots and openings (6'-9') and coplanar slots and openings (6-9).

**[0018]** In any event a situation is attained in which the apparatus can function as a conventional apparatus without the means of regulation, in the position of figures 1 and 2, and without any kind of structural modification, but rather simply by means of the structural incorporation of the complementary part (7-7'), joined by means of pressure, to the casing (1). This converts the apparatus into a different one that is capable of permitting the deliberate regulation of the evaporation intensity that is produced by the same.
Claims

1. Apparatus for evaporating volatile products such as insecticides or air-freshening products, in which evaporation occurs by means of a chimney effect, comprising a casing (1) and an evaporation intensity regulation system, characterised in that the flow path for the evaporated product passes through windows or openings which section can be regulated by restriction of the passage of the same.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, characterised in that the restriction of the passage of said windows or openings is carried out by means of a complementary part (7).

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, characterised in that the complementary part (7) incorporates coplanar openings (9) that can be set in opposition in a greater or lesser extent to coplanar slots (6) provided on the casing (1) in order to regulate the flow of evaporated product and consequently the intensity of evaporation.

4. Apparatus according to claim 2, characterised in that the casing (1) incorporates in its upper part (4) vertical slots (6') which can set in a greater or lesser extent in opposition to moving vertical slots (9') provided in a cylindrical ring (8') of the complementary part (7), said complementary part (7) being attachable to the upper part (4) of the casing (1) by pressure, wherein it can turn freely so that its angular position will, in a greater or lesser extent, determine the degree of opposition between the vertical slots (6') and the moving vertical slots (9') determining thereby the intensity of evaporation.

5. Apparatus according to any of the preceding claims characterised in that the casing (1) incorporates both coplanar slots (6) and vertical slots (6') whereas the complementary part (7) incorporates both coplanar openings (9) and moving vertical openings (9') that operates in combination.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Verdampfen von flüchtigen Produkten wie Insektiziden oder Raumduftdüften, wobei die Verdampfung durch eine Schornsteinwirkung stattfindet, das einen Behälter (1) umfasst und ein System zum Regulieren der Intensität der Verdampfung, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Durchströmweg für das verdampfte Produkt durch Fenster oder Öffnungen verläuft, deren Schnitt sich durch das Abschnüren des Durchflusses derselben reguliert werden kann.

2. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Abschnüren des Durchflusses der besagten Fenster oder Öffnungen mittels eines Zusatzteils (7) erfolgt.

3. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass besagtes Zusatzteil (7) über koplanare Rillen (9) verfügt, die mehr oder weniger gegenüber den koplanaren Rillen (6) des Behälters (1) angeordnet sein können, um den Strom des verdampften Produkts zu regulieren und damit die Intensität der Verdampfung.

4. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Behälter (1) an seiner Oberseite (4) ausgesparte Rillen (6') aufweist, die mehr oder weniger gegenüber den beweglichen Aussparungen (9') angeordnet sein können, die sich in einem zylindrischen Ring des Zusatzteils (7') befinden, wobei besagtes Zusatzteil (7') mit Druck auf der Oberseite (4) des Behälters (1) angebracht werden kann, wo es frei drehen kann, so dass seine Winkelposition mehr oder weniger den Grad des Gegenüberliegens der ausgesparten Rillen (6') und der beweglichen Aussparungen (9') festlegt, womit die Intensität der Verdampfung festgelegt wird.

5. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorangegangenen Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Behälter (1) sowohl über koplanare Rillen (6) als auch ausgesparte Rillen (6') verfügt und das Zusatzteil (7) sowohl über koplanare Aussparungen (9) als auch über ausgesparte Öffnungen (9') verfügt, die kombiniert funktionieren.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’évaporation de produits volatils tels que des insecticides ou des produits désodorisants de locaux dans lesquels l’évaporation est produite au moyen d’un effet cheminée, comprenant un récipient (1) et un système de régulation de l’intensité d’évaporation, caractérisé en ce que le canal pour le produit évaporé passe à travers des fenêtres ou des ouvertures dont la section peut être régulée au moyen de l’étranglement du passage de celles-ci.

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que l’étranglement du passage desdites fenêtres ou ouvertures est réalisé au moyen d’une pièce complémentaire (7).

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que la pièce complémentaire (7) incorpore des rainures coplanaires (9) pouvant être situées plus ou moins en regard des rainures coplanaires (6) du récipient (1), pour réguler le débit de produit évapo-
ré, et par conséquent, l'intensité d'évaporation.

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, **caractérisé en ce que** le récipient (1) incorpore sur dans sa partie supérieure (4) des rainures crénelées (6'), lesquelles peuvent être situées plus ou moins en regard des entailles crénelées mobiles (9') existantes dans une bague cylindrique de la pièce complémentaire (7'), ladite pièce complémentaire (7') pouvant être accouplée à la partie supérieure (4) du récipient (1) sous pression, où elle peut tourner librement de telle manière que sa position angulaire déterminera, plus ou moins, le degré d'opposition entre les rainures crénelées (6') et les rainures crénelées mobiles (9') en déterminant de cette façon l'intensité de l'évaporation.

5. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications antérieures, **caractérisé en ce que** le récipient (1) incorpore autant de rainures coplanaires (6) que de rainures crénelées (6'), dans lequel la pièce complémentaire (7) incorpore autant d'ouvertures coplanaires (9) que d'ouvertures crénelées (9') qui opèrent de manière combinée.